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Traditional Victorian Social Values and Divisions in Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronts novel seems to contain all the
typical, We first glimpse what Bront.

While the first Catherine outwardly 3 Norton, Sheridan, Caroline. Asian Journal of Social Sciences and
Humanities. But she was also a realist: Wuthering Heights both elegizes a way of life that is passing and unites
the best of both worlds. Caroline's case resulted in a scandalous public trial and forced separation from her
children. He was born in and died in  In Kettle's view, Catherine's death inverts the common standards of
bourgeois morality and so has "revolutionary force. Just as Mariana perpetually waits for the return of her
fiance ,who abandoned her years ago, likewise, Catherine is doomed to wait for the imagined moment of
Heathcliff 's return. She reveals: This stage is a crisis of alienation because, to know oneself through an
external image is to be defined through self-alienation [she goes on] My reputation, my property, my
happiness, are irrevocably in the power of this slanderer on false grounds; this rapacious defender of his right
to evade written bonds. Kettle  This personality trait will crop up again when Heathcliff continues to nurse his
hatred for the Lintons after Edgar has died. She raises the question of how far the bounds of the self
extendâ€”â€”can two people really be one person, as Cathy suggests? Lockwood made a visit to meet Mr. He
is called a gypsy numerous times, and the Linton's treat him badly and send him away from their house
because of his appearance. What hooks you? Wuthering Heights is a dwelling characterized by fiery emotions,
primal passions, bitter vengeance, and blatant evil. Farasha Euker. There was a class hierarchy in Bronte's
Although this standard definition of violence covers a wide range of absolutes dependent on a wide spectrum
of variable,s it mainly focuses on the physical form of violence. Millais, John Everett Sir. Lockwood, unless
they take to us first. But Catherine's marriage and Hindley's abuse transform Heathcliff and his meaning in the
social system, a transformation which reflects a reality about natureâ€”nature is not really "outside" society
because its conflicts are expressed in society. Both of these stories can be set off and paralleled to the other.
The two households of the novel: Wuthering Heights and Thruscross Grange represents both the contrast
between wilderness and civility which dominates the lives of its inhabitants.


